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Abstract— Spacecraft, operating with a time-to-effect faster
than human command response, or with absent or delayed
communication, have depended on autonomy. It is likely that
this reliance will continue, and increase further in future
missions. Spacecraft autonomy is used when operator
intervention is not available or feasible, or when dynamic
aspects of a spacecraft situation cannot be predicted in advance.
This paper provides case studies of several successfully verified
autonomous software systems across multiple spacecraft, flight
phases (launch, transit, entry and landing, science utilization),
and software classifications, and can serve as examples to future
missions in methods of successfully assuring spacecraft
autonomy.

science utilization in the presence of a time delay, the MER
Autonomous Exploration for Gathering Increased Science
(AEGIS) is summarized.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Spacecraft autonomy is required when human intervention
within a certain timeframe is unavailable or infeasible, and an
increased reliance on autonomy in future missions is
expected. Although trusting/assuring that the autonomy
performs as expected can be a challenge, it has been
achieved. This paper provides five exemplars in verifying
spacecraft autonomy, with broad looks at differing, yet
successful, aspects across different spacecraft and flight
phases. For the launch phase, short time-to-criticality and
automation of personnel-intensive activities is explored for
in-flight abort software of the Space Launch System (SLS)
and SpaceX vehicles. For the transit phase, Orion’s Optical
Navigation (OpNav) software for use during loss of
communication is described. For the Entry and Landing
phase, with a short time-to-criticality, the Mars Exploration
Rover (MER) Descent Image Motion Estimation System
(DIMES) software is considered. Finally for the optimal
978-1-7281-7436-5/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE

Launch Phase Automation
The launching of flight vehicles is a complex and energetic
process necessitating many safety precautions and protocols.
The time-to-criticality can be below human reaction time,
necessitating the need for flight system autonomy.
Additionally, while active monitoring has historically been
provided by range-safety personnel, range safety is
progressively becoming more automated.

Also in assuring a safe launch, a system of requirements and
protocols have developed as part of NASA Range Flight
Safety Program (R3), and are defined in NPR 8715.5B [2]
and NASA-STD-8719.25 [3]. Traditionally, a Flight Safety
Officer (FSO) or Range Safety Officer (RSO) has three main
functions during a launch - to verify that range safety commit
criteria are satisfied prior to flight phase progression, to
monitor the vehicle flight trajectory and performance of the
flight termination system (FTS) determining if any deviations
require action, and to ensure the flight is terminated upon
violation of preplanned termination criteria. The personnel
and hardware needed for the time consuming heritage process
are expensive, so recently launch vehicle manufacturers have
started developing and certifying automated systems that
detect and react to anomalous events without ground
intervention. These systems enable the launch vehicles to
operate autonomously, require fewer ground assets and
reduce telemetry requirements. One such system is the
SpaceX Falcon 9 Autonomous Flight Termination System
(AFTS) discussed herein as a second example of automation
employed during launch.
Transit Phase Automation
The transit phase of a spacecraft, depending on the
destination, can be a long-duration activity and traditionally
has been considered a quiescent time where minimal

autonomy is necessary due to a long time-to-effect; however,
during this time there is complete reliance on ground
communication. Spacecraft control and maintenance by
ground operations during transit is routinely performed for
navigation updates. For example, on the Orion spacecraft
during the Artemis I mission, an uncrewed 3½ week mission
to, around, and safely back from the Moon, there are to be
approximately 15 scheduled trajectory corrections, each to be
accomplished via state update from the ground Mission
Control Center (MCC).

Utilization Phase Automation
Missions, whether crewed or purely robotic, have the
ultimate goals of information gathering for the purposes of
scientific discovery and exploration. Their information
gathering activities are typically planned by science teams in
conjunction with spacecraft engineers and operators, based
on advance knowledge of the situations they will encounter.
As with the other phases, light-time delays that the deepspace missions experience mean that real-time “joysticked”
control is not possible. For the Mars missions to date, the
cadence of surface operations has been organized around the
Martian day (termed a “Sol”). The images and other data
returned at the end of one Sol are examined by ground
personnel to plan the activities to have the asset perform
autonomously during the next Sol.

This reliance on ground communication for providing course
updates has driven strict requirements on spacecraft
communication “comm” system resiliency, redundancy, and
failure tolerance – if you lose comm, you lose the spacecraft.
To mitigate this reliance and dependency, the Artemis-1
Mission is employing safety-critical autonomy. An Orion
Optical Navigation “OpNav” system has been developed and
verified to provide the ability of the spacecraft to selfnavigate in the event of communications loss. The test,
verification, and validation campaign for this software is
explored as a case study.

For rovers in particular, this introduces a tension between
planning to use the upcoming Sol to make further progress
driving towards a distant destination, versus staying put to
perform more science activities. The AEGIS system, used
now on two generations of Mars rovers, ameliorates this
tension by autonomously performing additional science
observations at the end of a Sol’s drive, before mission
control receives the imagery from where it ended up at the
conclusion of the drive. To do so, AEGIS recognizes the most
scientifically interesting target in its vicinity on which to
conduct additional observations. When deployed on one of
the MER rovers, this was imagery taken by a narrow field-ofview camera. As deployed now on Curiosity, this observation
is to point and fire ChemCam's laser, which vaporizes small
amounts of rock or soil, on which spectrographic analysis is
done on the gas that burns off.

Entry and Landing Phase Automation
Entry, descent and landing (EDL) are irreversible activities –
entry especially, once started must be carried through to the
end. Landing can sometimes be temporarily delayed, for
example to continue to search for a suitable patch of ground
on which to land, but cannot be deferred indefinitely. Both
activities feature critical decisions to be made under time
pressure, as during the launch phase often faster than a human
crew (if present) can manage. Communication during
atmospheric entry precludes remote operation. Even when
communication is possible, a lunar landing for example, time
delay of remote operation from Earth impedes a rapid enough
response. These factors combine to make autonomous
guidance and control of EDL a necessity.

1. LAUNCH PHASE – SPACE LAUNCH SYSTEM
(SLS)
Project Description

Landing robotic spacecraft on Mars exemplifies these
challenges – the light-time delay in communicating with
them from Earth eliminates anything other than a completely
automatic landing performed by the spacecraft themselves.
Of the nine (so far) successful soft landings, we consider the
two NASA Mars Exploration Rover (MER) landings in 2004.
It was during these that the autonomous system DIMES
(Descent Image Motion Estimation System) determined
horizontal velocities imparted by cross-winds in the Martian
atmosphere to direct thruster firings to compensate if need be.
To make this determination it performed image correlation
between locations within successive images taken of the
surface as it rapidly descended. The V&V of DIMES entailed
identifying the hazards that could confound the velocity
determination, designing where possible to address them, and
a regime of testing hinging on simulation-based verification
where the simulation was validated with Mars-analogue-like
tests.

NASA’s Space Launch System is intended to be the
foundation of the United States human space flight efforts
beyond Low Earth Orbit. Started in 2011, the SLS program
is currently developing two major configurations of the
vehicle, Block 1 and Block 1B.
The initial Block 1 configuration is designed to place 26
metric tons of payload into deep space. It consists of a Core
Stage containing the liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen and
avionics, four RS-25 engines (updated Space Shuttle Main
Engines), two 5-segment solid rocket boosters (evolved from
4-segment Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Boosters), and an
Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage (ICPS) with a single
RL10 engine that uses liquid hydrogen and oxygen. The
Block 1 configuration will initially be used for the Artemis I
mission to take a non-crewed Orion spacecraft around the
Moon. Its second mission to the Moon will be the first with
crew. A major difference between the two missions is that for
the first non-crewed mission, the Launch Abort System
(LAS) will be inert, greatly limiting options for aborts to
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return the Orion in case of SLS failure. For the second
mission with crew on board, the LAS will be active. Future
configurations that improve performance by designing more
powerful upper stages and boosters are in development and
planning. This paper will focus on the Block 1 configuration
and the Artemis I and Artemis II missions without and with
crew, respectively. [4]

ascent requires control loops that are faster than human
capabilities. The same is true of the rapid failure effect
propagation times of rocket engine combustion, thrust vector
control and propellant mixing. As much launch vehicle
nominal and failure control must operate on the order of 20500 milliseconds, these functions must be allocated to
machines independent of humans.

Requirements and Autonomy Role

Fault Management Architecture

Table 1. Key SLS Human Rating Requirements

The nominal and off-nominal control of the SLS are
performed by distributed real-time, fault tolerant computing
and avionic systems, in which no human intervention is
needed for nominal operations or for most off-nominal
operations. Within this distributed avionic architecture, most
of the SLS’s fault management (FM) uses a fast-acting
“monitor-response” architecture with relatively simple
failure detection and response algorithms to control
redundancy, command valves, the engine controllers, etc. Inspace FM requires flexible response scripting to
accommodate differing burn and coast phase upper stage
safing responses. Since abort functions are achieved by the
Orion, SLS informs the Orion of when an automatic or
human-initiated abort is needed. Flight operations, range
safety, and the crew can always initiate abort, though the
control characteristic times prohibit manual crew control
during ascent.

Title

Shall Statement

autonomous
operation

The crewed space system shall provide the
capability for autonomous operation of system
and subsystem functions which, if lost, would
result in a catastrophic event. (3.2.11)

isolate and
recover

The space system shall provide the capability to
isolate and/or recover from faults identified
during system development that would result in
a catastrophic event. (3.2.9)

failure
tolerance

The space system shall provide failure
tolerance to catastrophic events, with specific
levels of failure tolerance and implementation
(similar or dissimilar redundancy) derived via
an integration of the design and safety analysis.
(3.2.3)
Author note: There are two sub-requirements
noting that primary structure, pressure vessel
walls and lines are excepted from the failure
tolerance requirement, and that other
exceptions can be granted if appropriate
hazard controls are provided that provide
necessary design margins.

abort
capability

Verification and Validation (V&V)
SLS V&V is performed largely through the process of
“Detailed Verification Objectives” (DVO). Every top-level
requirement must be verified via DVOs. For example, there
are analysis, test, and “validation of records” (VOR) DVOs
for the abort requirement, and test and VOR DVOs for the
top-level autonomous operation requirement. VORs are a
method of ensuring lower-level elements of the SLS (Core
Stage, Boosters, Engines) provide evidence of their
compliance arguments to the SLS program-level
organizations.

The space system shall provide abort capability
from the launch pad until Earth-orbit insertion
to protect for the following ascent failure
scenarios (minimum list): a. Complete loss of
ascent thrust/propulsion; b. Loss of attitude or
flight path control. (3.6.1.2)

The requirements for SLS autonomy derive directly from
NASA’s human rating requirements as specified in NPR8705.2C Human Rating Requirements for Space Systems [1].
In particular, requirements in Sections 3.2 and 3.6.1 are of
relevance. The SLS uses local variations of these, the most
important of which are listed in Table 1.

The nominal automation requirement is largely verified by
test. If the pre-programmed pre-launch and ascent command
and control sequences are successfully executed in systemlevel testing in the System Integration Laboratory (SIL), this
constitutes verification success for the nominal automation.
The so-called “Green Run” tests of the Core Stage (CS) and
RS-25 engines at Stennis Space Center provide a full-scale
test with the real firing of the RS-25s being fed propellants
from the CS cryogenic liquid propellant tanks. Upper stage
testing occurs in its own local facility. The first Artemis I
flight of SLS with a non-crewed Orion is considered a test
flight for the vehicle to validate its capabilities and functions.

These requirements state the need to avoid and/or escape
from catastrophic events, defined in [1] as “An event
resulting in the death or permanent disability of a crew
member or passenger or an event resulting in the unplanned
loss/destruction of a major element of the crewed space
system during the mission that could potentially result in the
death or permanent disability of a crew member or
passenger”. The link to autonomous capabilities derives from
control system “characteristic times” necessary to achieve the
mission, and time-to-criticality of failure effects that can
result in catastrophes. The control of launch vehicles during

Verification of the off-nominal automated fault management
requires analysis and test of detection and response to a host
of failure scenarios, which activate the relevant individual
monitor-response algorithm pairs.
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Fault management testing is driven by the strategy of
ensuring every FM algorithm is tested. As is typical for such
testing, the algorithms are activated by inserting simulated
failures in the most realistic way possible given the
limitations of the test facility. This can be done by separate
tests, or by combining several fault injections into the same
test when that is possible. There are several distinct test
facilities and capabilities, including the State Analysis Model
(SAM), the Vehicle Management End-to-End Testbed
(VMET), Software Development Facility (SDF), and the SIL.

SLS Safety and Mission Assurance is responsible for
defining failure modes, effects, hazards and risks. As the
M&FM analysis DVOs use quantitative methods, the
scenarios needed are those that provide quantitative risk
supporting the qualitative description of failure effects. These
are defined by SLS Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA).
As an engineering design organization, M&FM provides
designs to detect, mitigate, respond to, and escape from
hazards and their associated risks. It is incumbent on M&FM
analysis to determine the “value” of those designs in
detecting and responding to failures, and to compare that to
the new risks created by false positive detection and response
when no failure of the monitored function exists. For abortassociated algorithms, the benefit is the reduction in the
probability of Loss of Crew achieved by the algorithm. This
is compared to the risk of Loss of Mission (LOM) that occurs
should that algorithm activate an abort when it is not needed.
Ideally, the benefit of reduction in LOC risk, called “LOC
Benefit”, should be significantly greater than the additional
risk of LOM if a false positive of that algorithm leads to an
abort. Abort algorithms with much greater LOC Benefit than
LOM risk “buy their way on” to the SLS vehicle.
Collectively, the set of abort algorithms that have LOC
Benefit >> LOM risk is the set desired and selected for
implementation. The M&FM Analysis DVOs related to
aborts must prove that they belong on the vehicle.

The Mission and Fault Management (M&FM) organization
operates the SAM and VMET. The SAM is a state machine
model-based simulation that enables rapid exploration of the
algorithm’s state space in a relatively low fidelity integrated
digital simulation. Based on Matlab Stateflow®, the SAM is
developed and run using a number of locally developed
infrastructure tools that do things like translate SysML®
(Systems Modeling Language) algorithm designs into
Stateflow, generate and run the pre-launch and launch
sequences, batch run various tests, and so on. Like all state
machine simulations, the SAM translates continuous physical
variables into digital logical states, and because of this
operates much faster than real time. SAM is used to check
both algorithm and test designs, and to help debug test
anomalies found in other facilities [5]. M&FM also operates
VMET, which is a more traditional real-time simulation that,
like SAM, focuses on checking algorithm, but with a higherfidelity and slower normal real-time speed than SAM [6],
Both SAM and VMET are considered “risk reduction”
capabilities to find algorithm problems quickly, preferably
prior to software coding and testing. After initial SAM and
VMET checks, the SysML algorithms are updated as needed
by M&FM and delivered to Flight Software.

To estimate this, M&FM estimates the probability of the crew
escaping from the immediate SLS threat or hazard in each
credible abort scenario provided by SLS PRA. To do this,
M&FM determines the candidate or actual abort algorithms
that should detect the failure effects in each abort scenario.
M&FM then estimates the warning times associated with
each detection in that scenario, in terms of the difference in
time between Orion separation from the SLS compared to
when a structural demise (failure) or explosion occurs. In
over-simplified terms, if the Orion separates before the
demise or explosion, the Orion has a good chance of escaping
the SLS threat. Conversely if the structural demise or
explosion occurs before separation, then the chances of Orion
escape are much less. In reality, the escape probabilities vary
based on the warning times and the specifics of the failure
and failure effect propagation that the abort detection and
response are designed to enable the Orion to escape. They
also depend on when the failure occurs, as there are major
differences in vehicle configuration, propellant loads,
atmospheric winds and pressures, etc. as the launch vehicle
ascends through the atmosphere and into space [7].

The Integrated Avionics and Software group runs the SDF,
which performs traditional algorithm checks on the actual
Flight Software code. It aims to ensure that each individual
algorithm path is executed via test. However, as with any
other complex software, it is not possible to check all
combinations of paths.
Finally, the algorithms are integrated with flight-like test
units (FTUs) and executed with simulated hardware and
flight dynamics via test software known as ARTEMIS in the
SIL. Both nominal and off-nominal (FM) algorithms are
tested in the SIL. There is a minimum of one test of each FM
algorithm.
In contrast to test DVOs, which verify proper algorithm
design execution, analysis DVOs aim to prove that the correct
FM algorithms exist in the design, that they individually have
sufficient value compared to their risks, and that their
collective performance at mitigating or helping the crew to
escape from critical failures suffices to achieve Loss of Crew
(LOC) requirements. All three of these “proofs” are based on
“analysis by failure scenario”.

These estimates are performed for all credible scenarios in
which LOM occurs, to determine if the abort succeeds and
thus avoids the LOC that would occur were the abort to not
happen. The LOC Benefit in each scenario is then
probabilistically summed for each probabilistically weighted
abort scenario for each abort detection-response pair. The
summed LOC Benefit value provides the total benefit of the
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“abort trigger” that is on the SLS. The risk of false positive is
then estimated for each abort trigger [8] and compared with
the total LOC Benefit for that trigger to determine if its value
significantly exceeds the risk and thus should be in the fault
management design. This analysis is a key aspect of the
M&FM analysis DVO closure argument, as it provides
evidence that the abort trigger belongs in the design, and that
the performance or effectiveness of that trigger in detecting
and responding to SLS failure scenarios continues to justify
its presence as more information is gained and analyses
updated during the design process. Collectively, their
performance is a key determinant in whether the SLS
“contribution to LOC” requirement is met and the LOC
DVOs are closed.

to the ISS. It is also used by commercial customers and
several government agencies. The SpaceX Falcon Heavy is
a heavy-lift launch vehicle that utilizes three common core
Falcon 9 boosters (see Figure 1). SpaceX reuses the firststage boosters by flying them back to the launch site or a
down-range barge, depending on the mission.

Not all algorithms require this kind of quantitative analysis of
performance to justify their existence and verify their
performance. Redundancy management algorithms exist for
the simple reason that they MUST be present to manage the
various failure tolerance mechanisms designed into the
vehicle. In turn, the failure tolerance redundancy hardware
was developed as an outcome of hazard control definition as
defined by System Safety / Hazard analysis processes that are
required by the NASA agency-level human rating
requirements described above.

Figure 1 - Falcon 9 and Falcon Heavy Launch vehicles [9]
Requirements and Autonomy Role
The Falcon 9 originally used a traditional flight termination
system but decided to transition to an AFTS to enable the
simultaneous return of multiple boosters (Falcon Heavy
launches) and to support crewed launches. The AFTS system
uses a core software package developed by NASA, the Air
Force and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) with a customized software wrapper added by
SpaceX. The NASA development effort on the AFTS
(sometimes called the Autonomous Flight Safety System or
AFSS) was worked as a joint project between Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) and Kennedy Space Center. The
primary design features of the AFTS are [10,11]:
• The design tolerates no single point of failure that
would at any time inhibit the Range Safety
functionality of the system (i.e., redundancy)
• Complete functional independence from the launch
vehicle
• Achieve a reliability of 99.9% with a 95%
confidence level
• Single fault tolerance with regard to performance
degradation during flight and inadvertent initiation
of the termination command
• Flexibility to be customized to respect mission
specific requirements from Range Safety
organizations
• Built in capability to issue telemetry throughout all
mission phases by land-based connections or by
interfacing with a space based telemetry system

Application and Summary
The verification process for autonomous functions on SLS is
based on the NASA human rating requirements of NPR
8705.2C. To prevent or escape from catastrophic failure,
those requirements specify the need for autonomous
capabilities, which for a launch vehicle like SLS are
necessary due to the very rapid times-to-criticality of failures
and characteristic times of nominal control. The DVO
process drives and documents the V&V objectives that are to
be satisfied by test, analysis, inspection and Validation of
Records. For SLS, testing is the primary means to verify
autonomous capabilities for nominal operations and fault
management algorithm correctness. Analysis is the primary
means to determine which abort-related algorithms should be
included in the design. It compares their benefits to their risks
in each credible abort scenario, sums those benefits across all
scenarios for each abort algorithm, and assesses collectively
whether those abort algorithms provide enough benefit to
achieve the LOC requirement.

2. LAUNCH PHASE – SPACEX AUTONOMOUS
FLIGHT TERMINATION SYSTEM (AFTS)

Architecture and Design

Project Description

The AFTS allows the use of multiple sensor types to provide
position, velocity, attitude, and other state vector data. Each
sensor must provide state vector data at a sample rate meeting
Range Safety requirements [10-12]. In application, Global
Positioning System (GPS) systems, Inertial Measurement
Units (IMUs), Inertial Navigation Systems (INSs) and

The SpaceX Falcon 9 is a two-stage launch vehicle (see
Figure 1) with the first stage powered by nine engines using
liquid kerosene (RP-1) and liquid oxygen (LOX) propellants
[9]. The Falcon 9 is used by NASA for International Space
Station (ISS) resupply, science missions, and to launch crew
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accelerometers are the sensors used by redundant AFTS
processors to gather navigation data (see Figure 2). The data
from the sensors are validated before being used in the AFTS
algorithms. The configurable rule-based algorithms make the
flight termination decisions. The mission rules are developed
by the local Range Safety Authorities using the inventory of
rule types taken from current human-in-the-loop operational
flight safety practices [13].

mode variables may be referenced by a mission rule
in determining whether or not preconditions for the
application of the rule have been met [10].
•

The AFTS uses redundant chassis (as required by the Range),
the Core Autonomous Safety Software (CASS), and a launch
vehicle specific software wrapper. The Range further
requires that the AFTS system chassis have redundant sensor
inputs. Each chassis is capable of initiating a flight
termination. If both chassis are healthy, and either
recommends a flight termination, the flight will be
terminated. If one chassis is unhealthy, its fail-safe must
initiate a termination unless it can verify the other chassis is
healthy. If both chassis are unhealthy, both failsafes will
initiate a termination [13].

o The Parameter Threshold Rule allows the user to
specify one or more threshold conditions that
will trigger a destruct condition. This type of rule
is the most versatile. It can be used to implement
mission rules for erratic flight, no pitch program,
no stage ignition, and low performance.
o The Map Boundary Rule possesses support
functions for evaluating whether or not a
specified set of vehicle coordinates (present
position or projected impact position) is inside or
outside of a simple closed curve described in an
associated boundary entity.
o The Gate Rule possesses support algorithms for
evaluating whether or not a specified set of
vehicle coordinates (present position or
projected impact) has advanced beyond a line
described in an associated gate entity.
o The Green-Time Rule possesses support
functions for evaluating whether or not a flight
containment rule could be violated during a
period of time within which the AFTS software
has received no valid navigation solution data.

Figure 2 – Example AFTS hardware [11].
Details of the AFTS software are taken directly from [10].
The AFTS system uses the general concepts of ‘mission data
entities’, ‘mission modes’ and ‘mission rules’:
•

•

A mission rule is primarily used to trigger a destruct
condition but can also be utilized to affect user
defined mission modes. Examples of mission rules
linked to destruct include impact position/present
position boundary limits, gate conditions, greentime limits, and generic mission parameter threshold
limits. A rule can also be used to flag when a certain
condition has become true (e.g., gate passage)
without raising a destruct condition. This flag can
then be utilized as a precondition for a rule tied to
destruct. There are four classes of mission rules
[10]:

Configuration of these rules with respect to mission modes
must not only assure flight termination when warranted, but
support mission assurance. As an example, the System
Arm/Destruct algorithms must not activate the SystemDestruct mode based upon a single data point indicating a
Destruct Condition. A lag time for the System-Arm and
Destruct modes is mission configurable to filter out scenarios
where a vehicle quickly passes into and then exits a Destruct
Condition. For cases where the vehicle rides on the margin of
a mission rule, repeatedly entering and exiting a Destruct
Condition within the programmed lag time, it is not
acceptable for an Arm/Destruct ‘timer’ to instantaneously
reset upon each exit [10].

A mission data entity is primarily a data storage
construct referenced by a mission rule. In terms of
range operations, the mission data entity represents
a physical flight corridor boundary, gate, or perhaps
a time dependent parameter required to evaluate the
status of a mission rule. Four basic entities are
supported within the framework; boundaries, gates
(moving and stationary), data tables (e.g., green time
data which indicate how long a launch vehicle can
safely fly without valid updated state vector data),
and vehicle stage specific data [10].

Based upon these considerations, the Arm and Destruct
functions use a user-configurable timer. This “SystemDestruct-Signal” timer is maintained by the decision flow
algorithms. When a Destruct Condition is indicated by one of
the mission rules, the System-Destruct-Signal timer starts an
upward count. When no Destruct Condition is indicated, the

A mission mode is an internal variable indicating
status of an expected event. Examples of this include
an AFTS ready-to-launch flag, whether or not the
current stage is thrusting, and an orbit flag. Mission
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System-Destruct-Signal timer counts down. On the low end,
the System-Destruct-Signal timer is clamped so that it will
not count down below zero. On the high-end, it is clamped to
limit the worst-case time increment required to release the
destruct function [10].

The AFTS hardware with the SpaceX wrapper was tested in
both hardware out-of-the-loop (HOOTL), in which the
components providing inputs to the AFTS were either
software emulators or non-flight-hardware, and in hardware
in-the-loop (HITL), in which flight hardware components
before flight provided the inputs to AFTS.

System-Arm is activated when the System-Destruct-Signal
timer exceeds the user specified Time-To-Arm threshold
value, and System-Destruct mode is activated when the
System-Destruct-Signal timer exceeds the user specified
Time-To-Destruct threshold value [10]. With this framework,
it is recognized that the AFTS software implementation
accommodates the user configuration of an arbitrary number
and variety of data entities and rules to support a mission. The
AFTS software implementation also supports the monitoring
of modes for an arbitrary number of vehicle stages [10].

Although only three flights are required by the Eastern Range
(45th Space Wing), SpaceX flew the AFTS on 13 flights in
“shadow mode” before receiving permission from the Range
to operate the system without a FSO/RSO for the Cargo
Resupply Service Mission 10 (CRS-10) on February 19, 2017
[19-21]. In shadow mode the solutions produced by the AFTS
were compared to “truth” solutions generated by other onboard systems. The AFTS system is checked several times
before launch, with final checks occurring a little over one
minute before launch [22]. On the Falcon 9 automated
software sequences control all critical vehicle functions
during terminal countdown [9]. The automated sequences can
call for launch hold (also called an abort), as occurred during
the countdown for the Starlink 5 v1.0 mission [23].

Verification and Validation
Before being implemented on the Falcon 9 the AFTS was
tested on a number of launch systems, including [11]:
• September 27, 2005, aircraft flight test near Kennedy
Space Center
• April 5, 2006, Two-stage Terrier Orion sounding rocket
at White Sands Missile Range
• March 21, 2007, SpaceX Falcon 1 at Reagan Test Site,
Kwajalein
• November 8, 2007, F-104 aircraft at Kennedy Space
Center Shuttle Landing Facility (SLF)
• September 21, 2010, Two-stage Terrier Orion sounding
rocket at Wallops Flight Facility (WFF)
• November 19, 2013, Department of Defense (DoD)
Office of Operationally Responsive Space (ORS)
demonstrated the Alliant Techsystems (ATK) AFTS on
a Minotaur launch vehicle from WFF

Hazards & Uncertainty with Mitigations & Resiliency
The Falcon 9 AFTS possible failure causes and controls are
contained within NASA Commercial Crew Program (CCP)
launch vehicle hazard reports [24]. Hazard reports are
required for all conditions (failure causes) that can result in
catastrophic consequences. The hazard reports cover power
failures, software failures, avionics failures and battery
failures. The hazard reports were approved in three phases,
with the final phase requiring verification of the failure
controls [24]. NASA surveillance of the controls also
includes process assurance actions (PAAs) such as record
reviews, process witnessing, product examinations, and
process audits.
Application and Summary

The units tested on these flights included the six flight test
articles paid for by DARPA (who had also paid for three for
development and three for qualification testing) [11].

For the CRS-10 launch, the use of the AFTS meant that
SpaceX did not need to buy the services of four Eastern
Range systems normally used to track a rocket’s flight and
enable its destruction, including radars and telemetry. As a
result, nearly 150 fewer Range personnel than usual staffed
the launch and fly back of the Falcon booster — a 60 percent
reduction. SpaceX estimates its Range-related expenses were
reduced by 50% [19,25]. All Falcon 9 launches after March
16, 2017, including the crewed Demo-2 mission to the ISS,
have used the AFTS and reduced Range systems [26,27].

The version of the Falcon 9 AFTS system used for crew
missions was designed to meet the intent of the following
aerospace design and construction standards:
• AFSPCMAN 91-710 Vol. 4 [14] – Air Force range
safety user requirements
• SMC-S-010 [15] - test requirements for electronic parts,
materials and processes
• SMC-S-016 [16] - component and system qualification
and acceptance testing, including vibration, shock,
thermal, vacuum, pressure and wear-in testing
• JSC 62809 [17] – NASA pyrotechnic devices standard,
including design and testing
• NPR 7150.2C [18] - NASA software engineering
requirements
• NPR 8715.5B [2] – NASA range flight safety
requirements

Several other launch vehicles are now using AFTS systems
for orbital missions. On one end of the scale is the Electron
launch vehicle built by Rocket Lab. The Electron is used to
launch small payloads (up to 225 kg) to a 500 km sunsynchronous orbit [11,28,29]. On the other end of the
spectrum is the United Launch Alliance (ULA) Atlas V
launch vehicle, which can launch over 19,000 kg to low earth
orbit. The Atlas V will also be used to launch crew to the ISS
under the NASA CCP. As part of this effort ULA developed
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an Emergency Detection System (EDS) to autonomously
detect and react to failure and abort scenarios [30,31]. It is
anticipated that most launch vehicles will transition to
automated flight termination over the next few years.

The role of autonomy for the OpNav system in Artemis I is
to
self-compute
range/bearing/attitude
instrument
information onboard the spacecraft accurate enough to allow
the primary flight computer to successfully complete the
mission based on that data, including performing a successful
entry and landing, in the event of communication loss.

3. TRANSIT PHASE – ORION OPTICAL
NAVIGATION

A subset of key performance requirements that formed the
basis of the OpNav verification tests is shown in Table 2.
Testing OpNav to verify that all measurements output were
within those tolerances posed a challenge.

Project Description
The purpose of the Orion Optical Navigation software for the
Artemis I Mission is to derive navigation information
onboard the spacecraft accurate enough to complete the
mission around the Moon and land safely on Earth in the
event of a ground communications loss. The software was
developed as Class A Safety-Critical software according to
NASA process guidelines in NPR 7150.2B [18]. Akin to the
(manual) space sextant used on the Apollo missions [32] as a
navigation backup, the OpNav system on Orion determines
similar information autonomously.

Architecture and Design
A diagram of the top-level Orion OpNav architecture is
shown in Figure 3. A commercial optical camera is used to
take greyscale still imagery with settings commanded by the
Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) flight computer.
Images are received and processed by the OpNav application,
with results provided back to the GNC flight computer for
navigation. For the Artemis II crewed mission, the crew may
inspect and select the OpNav data sensor output as a
navigation instrument. The OpNav application itself is
approximately 8,800 C-language Source Lines of Code
(SLOC) that operates as a single application within NASA’s
Core Flight System (cFS) software framework [36] on a
Linux-based operating system.

The OpNav system uses still optical greyscale images of the
Earth or Moon to analyze centroid and apparent diameter to
then determine range and bearing [33]. To achieve desired
accuracy, it uses the stars to calibrate – determining and
compensating for lens distortion and adjusting for camera
attitude fluctuations in real-time [34]. For Artemis II, the
OpNav software will provide onboard self-attitude
determination through optical images of the stars [35]. The
algorithms for software-controlled optical navigation were
developed and refined over years of research, and finalized in
a NASA effort to build and deliver the Orion OpNav software
to the Orion program in 2018.
Requirements and Autonomy Role
Table 2. Key OpNav Performance Requirements
Title

Shall Statement

calibration
accuracy

The optical navigation software shall correct
for misalignments between the optical
navigation sensor boresight and star tracker
boresights to within 5 arc-seconds.

undistortion
accuracy

The optical navigation software shall undistort
images to within 0.2 pixels of truth.

range and
bearing
accuracy

The optical navigation software shall resolve
range and bearing to within an accuracy of truth
as defined in NASA EG Technical Brief
FlyDyn-CEV-17-35, May 26, 2017

attitude
accuracy cross
boresight

The optical navigation software shall resolve
attitude to within an accuracy of 18 arc seconds
cross-boresight (three sigma) of truth assuming
a maximum 0.2 degree per second body rate
per axis.

Attitude
accuracy around
boresight

The optical navigation software shall resolve
attitude to within an accuracy of 100 arc
seconds about boresight (3 sigma) of truth
assuming a maximum 0.2 degree per second
body rate per axis.

Figure 3. Orion Optical Navigation System Architecture
Verification and Validation – the OpNav Test Campaign
The components of the OpNav test campaign are summarized
below and quantified in Table 3. The development of the
OpNav software followed a traditional waterfall software
development lifecycle with periodic major reviews. It
followed an aggressive schedule, progressing from a
Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 3 to TRL 8 in 18 months
[37]. In addition to the major reviews, the project employed
incremental peer reviews throughout the process to review
the code, refine and approve individual verification tests, and
to quantify the nominal and off nominal image test set. Unit,
verification, and off nominal testing were run as nightly
regressions, taking approximately 1.7 hours to complete on a
flight representative computing platform.
Unit Testing— Unit testing provided 100% line, branch, and
condition permutation coverage, parameter boundary, and
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nominal path tests. Nine individual unit tests comprising
2,769 individual pass-fail cases were run, written with a test
framework called UTAssert [38]. Deviations from the 100%
number were understood and documented.

minimum/maximum distance to Earth & Moon,
Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) images, dust on lens, sun in
image, sun burn, live sky images, ice crystals.
Integration Testing— Integration testing in progressively
higher fidelity Orion program integration test facilities was
conducted. At least six integrated runs were performed and
two half-mission runs were conducted (outbound mission,
and inbound mission) as joint test runs with the Orion
Integrated Test Lab (ITL) and the Houston Mission Control
Center.

Static Analysis and Code Inspections— This analysis
consisted of both manual team inspections and static analyzer
tool use, primarily to check for logic/algorithm errors,
unhandled off nominal conditions, loss of precision, null
pointer checks, standards violations, and arithmetic
exceptions including divide-by-zero, underflow and
overflow. While there were only nine static analysis tool
findings, there were 517 manual inspection findings, of
which 49 were considered major. With good participation and
expertise, the manual inspections were regarded as one of the
most highly value-added processes in increasing confidence
in this complex software.

Validation/Certification Testing— Although verified prior to
delivery to the program, the formal validation and
certification of OpNav is planned during the outbound leg of
the Artemis I mission. This is because the laboratory
validation of OpNav, even though conducted on flight
hardware, used synthetic imagery. The system will be
inspected for accurate results and certified during two
dedicated OpNav Certification passes on Artemis I – one
imaging the Earth and the other the Moon. If successful, it
will be activated for use during loss-of-comm, and certified
for use on the next crewed mission.

Verification Testing— Verification tests were written against
the OpNav Software Requirements Specification (SRS)
document. Each verification test was individually peer
reviewed to ensure proper test cases, coverage, supporting
data, platform, completeness, fidelity, and correctness of
code against performance tolerances. Because of the lack of
available truth data precisely correlating time and optical
imagery, verification images were primarily syntheticallygenerated using a NASA-developed tool called Engineering
DOUG (Dynamic On-board Ubiquitous Graphics) Graphics
for Exploration (EDGE) [39]. 43 separate verification tests
designed to test 51 requirements were written, comprising
16,618 individual pass/fail test cases using 21,500 Python
SLOC. Approximately 3,400 images were generated of the
Earth, Moon, and Stars, across the anticipated nominal
Artemis I trajectory during 15 dedicated “OpNav passes”,
Artemis I Mission Timeline slots devoted to optical
navigation imagery.

Table 3. OpNav Test Summary Statistics
Item
Flight Software Size (SLOC)
Test Software Size (SLOC)
Pass/Fail Test Cases
Test Images (nominal & off nominal)

Quantification
8,800
35,400
21,322
5,681

Hazards & Uncertainty with Mitigations & Resiliency
Most of the challenges for assuring the OpNav application
lay in generating all the necessary test cases and imagery
needed to gain confidence in the operation of the software.
For that reason, in addition to considering the entire nominal
mission, a concerted off-nominal test campaign effort was
taken to identify off nominal situations and images.
Resilience to these off nominal situations was considered part
of normal software regression testing. An overall software
requirement was for any measurement returned to be within
specified tolerances. This was verified to be the case for all
tested situations.

Off-Nominal Testing— A series of off-nominal tests were
designed against unexpected behavior such as errors in
inputs, poor imagery, or to establish performance limits
“robustness”. While not necessarily required to pass within
tolerances, they were required to fail in expected ways
without any “false positives”, i.e., never return data out of
established performance tolerances. The team routinely
brainstormed and augmented the list of off-nominal
conditions throughout the project. As a result, approximately
2,300 off nominal images were tested within 30 separate offnominal verification tests and 1,935 individual pass-fail test
cases. A list of the off-nominal categories of conditions tested
included: stray light, wrong heliocentric velocity, white
image, floating debris, misalignment, partial limb out of field
of view, black image, wrong target, radiation damage, no
limb with lit planet, no time from Orion, no calibration,
time/attitude mismatch, earthshine, no star tracker from
Orion, wrong size image, hot pixels, wrong state data, cold
camera, lens scratch, specular limb, late launch, planetary
body phase variation, overexposed, oversaturated limb, large
streaks / large angular velocity, Earth & Moon both in image,
underexposed, solar panel in image, camera reset settings,

In addition to returning sensor values within tolerance,
additional “safety-gate” mitigations were designed into the
system. First, the onboard navigation filter rejects values
that are too far out of family, so if the OpNav state
information is too far from the known state, its data is rejected
by the primary GNC flight software. Additionally, there are
human (crew and ground) configurable “gates” in the
onboard software to enable which, if any, of the three
navigation filters would accept OpNav data as input. In a
crewed mission, the crew has control of these gates and can
enable/disable the OpNav data after inspection. In the lossof-comm case in an uncrewed mission, these gates will be set
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after successful system certification and confidence
established.

than one that cannot be trusted.” This was addressed in two
requirements assigned to DIMES [41]:
• Probability of reporting an incorrect velocity estimate
< 0.1% (with an error requirement of no more than 5
m/s at 1600 m altitude (3 sigma))
• Probability of not reporting a velocity estimate ≤ 10%

Application and Summary
The OpNav application for Orion is an application of
autonomous (onboard) navigation in the transit of space, and
is planned for systematic augmentation. It was verified for
the Artemis I mission for range/bearing measurements,
attitude adjustments, and self-calibration. It will be validated
in-flight, and future missions are planned to augment this
design with star tracking capabilities (Artemis II) and
additional targeting (Artemis III and beyond).

The latter allowed DIMES to not report an estimate unless it
was almost certain to be correct. In the absence of an
estimate, the landing system would operate as normal to slow
the vertical descent without performing any compensation for
wind-induced horizontal velocity, and thus still have a chance
of success depending on the magnitude of such winds.

The verification effort for this software demonstrates a
comprehensive test campaign ranging from coverage testing
at the lowest level through nominal and off nominal
verification, assured with end-to-end mission integration
tests in high fidelity facilities. The ratio of the amount of test
code to flight code was approximately 4:1, and should be a
consideration in the planning effort for this type of software.
The team employed active peer reviews of the algorithms,
analysis, code, and test strategy and a continuous inclusion of
off nominal conditions within the test campaign. Only
through this concerted effort with a focus on certification,
was the necessary case for confidence built.

There was also a performance requirement, that its
computations be accomplished within an allocation of 40%
of the not-very-powerful flight processor in approximately 20
seconds, in time to inform the landing system to perform
compensatory thruster firings if necessary.
Lastly, DIMES was not to interfere with other computations
on the flight processor, or corrupt software or data. This, a
standard concern for JPL flight software in a shared
computational environment, was addressed and validated by
rigorous coding practices and traditional software testing.
Architecture and Design

4. DESCENT, LANDING PHASE – DIMES

https://mars.nasa.gov/mer/mission/technology/edl/ describes
how DIMES execution started when a radar system on the
lander detected the distance above surface to be
approximately 2.4 kilometers (~ 1.5 miles). DIMES then took
three pictures of the ground about four seconds apart and
automatically analyzed them to estimate the spacecraft's
horizontal speed. Its estimate informed the lander’s decision
of whether, and if so in what magnitude and direction, to
perform compensatory thruster firings.

Project Description
DIMES (Descent Image Motion Estimation System) was the
first autonomous machine vision system used to safely land
robotic payloads on another planet – the NASA Mars
Exploration Rovers (MER) Spirit and Opportunity, in 2004.
The purpose of DIMES was to reduce a mission-critical risk
to the Entry Descent and Landing phase. During development
it was realized that the Martian atmosphere, while tenuous
compared to Earth’s, could have constant horizontal cross
winds strong enough to increase the landing velocity beyond
the air bags’ cushioning capability. At the time the risk was
recognized, it was too late in development to add hardware
capable of directly measuring horizontal velocity. Instead,
DIMES was implemented to compute horizontal velocity
from tracking the same ground feature as identified in a pair
of successive images. DIMES had to be autonomous – the
magnitude and direction of Martian winds were not
predictable in advance of the descent itself, and light-time
delays precluded any kind of real-time operational control
from Earth.

The architecture and design of the DIMES algorithm and its
software implementation achieved three things:
•
•
•

Robustness: Where possible, avoiding hazards by
design,
making
conservative
(worst-case)
assumptions when appropriate.
Resiliency, offering multiple chances to produce a
trusted velocity estimate.
Timeliness: Calculation of a velocity estimate
within 20 seconds.

Robustness and Resiliency are discussed further in the
Hazards & Uncertainty with Mitigations & Resiliency
Subsection later. Timeliness, the demanding real-time
performance coupled with the paucity of computational
resources, forced the DIMES designers to seek many
optimizations and approximations, but to do so without
compromising the validity of the resulting velocity estimate.
An example of such reported in [41]:

Requirements and Autonomy Role
While the correct operation of DIMES would reduce a
mission-critical risk, its incorrect operation could not only
fail to reduce that risk, but potentially introduce risk by
directing an erroneous rocket firing, leading to a failed
landing that otherwise would have been successful. In
response, as stated in [40], “we designed DIMES to “do no
harm”; the DIMES algorithm will produce no answer rather
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•

Field testing –DIMES’ field testing, reported in [43], was
used to prove that DIMES could provide accurate velocity
estimates, in conditions as representative as could feasibly be
achieved of the ones it would experience at Mars.

Feature selection was first performed on a coarse
grid (64 x 64 pixels instead of 256 x 256), and then
on a 9 x 9 region of the fine grid, centered on the
coarsely-identified location, to pick the exact
location of the feature to track. A similar approach
was applied in feature tracking, performing first at a
coarse level and then at a finer level.
[41] describes these as yielding “a large time
savings”.

First, the Mars science community was polled for possible
Mars analog sites close to Southern California that could be
used for testing. The sites had to be vegetation free over the
camera’s field of view at the altitude at which the first image
would be taken, and together provide coverage of MER
landing sites’ surface slope, roughness, brightness and
contrast. Three such analog sites were selected; as stated in
[43], “Although none of these is an ideal MER landing site
analog, they test DIMES performance over a range of
accessible and representative Earth terrains”.

The designers architected DIMES’ software to avoid
computational bottlenecks. One portion was responsible for
acquiring the images on time, the other portion to perform the
algorithmic computations of feature selection and matching.
The latter portion, the DIMES computation task (DCT), was
implemented as an asynchronous dataflow machine,
described in [40] as an approach that “eliminates all
dependencies on the arrival order of the data, guaranteeing
that the DCT will make optimal use of available CPU time”.

Quantitative comparisons of the test sites’ albedo, contrast
and slope showed they bracketed the landing site conditions
such as albedo. The success of tests across the range of the
bracketed conditions demonstrated DIMES could perform in
whichever conditions in that range it would experience.

Verification and Validation (V&V)
For V&V. the following testing methods were used:
•

Monte Carlo simulation, first to enable somewhat
realistic testing and tuning of DIMES through its
development, and culminating in its use to show
satisfaction of the probabilistic requirements.

•

Field testing in Earth settings that provided Marslike terrain, to show the camera and algorithm would
produce reasonable velocity estimates.

•

Flight system testing, to show the flight software
would work as expected on the flight system,
including meeting its stringent timing requirements.

Conservatism was applied in estimating and then replicating
the conditions that would be experienced on Mars. For
example, the prediction of image contrast on Mars was
derived from imagery of the landing sites taken from orbit.
Because these images were taken through the entire height of
the dusty atmosphere, the contrast in those views would be
less, i.e., more challenging, than DIMES would experience
on Mars, ensuring the conservative nature of the estimated
contrast. Similarly, the camera was equipped with a ND filter
to reduce the brightness experienced on Earth, conservatively
mimicking the predictable Mars brightness.
During
the
test
flights
(see
https://wwwrobotics.jpl.nasa.gov/videos/allVideo.cfm?Video=104) the
range of dynamics of panning and tilting the camera and IMU
covered those expected during Mars landing. However, the
test flights did not replicate the vertical velocity that the
lander would experience, instead the tests were done with a
helicopter flying routes of gradually increasing altitude. This
avoided the need to drop a system by parachute, which would
have been expensive and slow to gather enough data. This
exception to replicating actual mission conditions was
justified by analysis done before the field testing, showing
“the vertical velocity of the lander had much less of an effect
on DIMES performance when compared to altitude and
attitude rates” [43].

Monte Carlo simulation - Simulated descent images were key
to extensive testing of the DIMES vision processing
algorithm [42]. It was important that the simulator faithfully
generated imagery effects that DIMES' camera would see. To
this end, the simulator used images previously taken from
orbit of candidate landing sites in conjunction with predicted
lander descent profiles and operating conditions, and camera
parameters and calibration data, to produce geometrically and
radiometrically accurate descent camera images. The
simulator incorporated relevant effects such as scene
appearance (e.g., albedo), descent dynamics (e.g., image
scale), and camera optical and electronic effects (e.g., dark
current).

Flight system testing - this showed the flight software worked
in time and as expected on the flight system.

Within the areas of both landing sites were wide variations in
appearance, with correspondingly differing effects on
DIMES performance – in particular, bland terrain impeded
DIMES ability to confidently generate valid velocity
estimates. To emerge with accurate statistics on performance,
representative images of each appearance class were tested
separately, and the results combined in proportion to their
fraction of the predicted landing ellipses.

Hazards & Uncertainty with Mitigations & Resiliency
Hazard identification for DIMES drew upon expertise in
areas of vision processing (algorithms), the hardware used by
DIMES (optics and electronics), Mars descent (the vehicle
dynamics and Martian conditions), and scene (features and
characteristics of the landing sites). Potential hazards were
identified in the following categories:
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•

Environmental challenges, such as landing sites that
would challenge DIMES ability to detect and track
the same feature between successive camera images.
A smooth, featureless landing site would lack a
distinctive feature to track, while repetitive features
would introduce ambiguity when matching a feature
from one camera image to the next.

acceleration, was then compared to that accurately measured
by the on-board Inertial Measurement Unit. Mismatch above
a preset threshold indicated untrustworthiness of one or both
of the velocity estimates. This approach was especially useful
to rule out an invalid estimate resulting from otherwise
unavoidable confounding hazards, for example the heat
shield in the field of view.

•

Impediments and confounders from the vision
system hardware - the camera’s optics and
electronics, such as image blur from motion, image
noise from cosmic rays, or bad pixels in the CCD.

Resiliency (responsive in off-nominal conditions) – As
described above, DIMES produced four velocity estimates;
so as long as at least one of these passed the plausibility
check, it could yield a velocity estimate.

•

Impediments and confounders stemming from
descent, such as the lander’s shadow, or the heat
shield (released shortly before image acquisition),
being in the field of view of the camera and thus
appearing as a feature – but not a ground feature!
Another example was possibility that the feature
selected for tracking from the first image would not
be in the field of view of the second image.

Application and Summary
DIMES was used successfully on the landings of both MER
rovers, during which its processing times, under 14 seconds
on each landing, were well with the processing margin.
For the first landing, that of Spirit, DIMES’ velocity estimate
triggered compensatory action to reduce the landing velocity.
Had it not done so, “the velocity would have been just on the
threshold of airbag performance” [41]. Figure 4 shows one
of the images taken by Spirit and used by DIMES during its
descent.

Where possible, identified hazards were eliminated by
design. For example, the camera took images with 5 ms
exposures to minimize the effect of motion blur; the
predictable location of the lander’s parachute shadow was
excluded from the areas in the images from which to pick and
search for features. Not every hazard could be eliminated, so
DIMES' design allowed four opportunities to calculate a
velocity estimate. Provided at least one of these was
trustworthy, it would report an estimate. Trustworthy was
established using a combination of internal credibility
criteria, and an independent plausibility check against an
external computation. If none of the estimates were gauged
sufficiently trustworthy, DIMES would not report a velocity
estimate (recall the second of the two probabilistic
requirements assigned to DIMES allowed this).
Internal credibility criteria – These were based on
characteristics of the feature selected in the first image to then
be located in the second image. Examples:
•

•

Sufficient contrast of the feature itself, as measured
by the Harris interest operator value. This avoided
image noise causing a spurious match to an incorrect
location in the second image.

Figure 4 – Image of Gusev crater taken during Spirit’s
descent [44]
For Opportunity’s landing, DIMES’ velocity estimate was
benign enough to not trigger any compensatory action. In
both cases the data also showed that DIMES tracked features
correctly, and discarded features failing internal credibility
criteria as intended.

Sufficiently high “correlation peak ratio,” the ratio
of the feature’s highest correlation peak (where it
best matches in the second image) to the second
highest correlation peak (where it second-best
matches in the second image). This ruled out
ambiguous matching against repetitive terrain or
multiple features of similar appearance.

Summary
DIMES had to react to the unpredictable horizontal Martian
winds and the terrain features its camera would see.
Nevertheless, a considerable body of knowledge underpinned
the design and V&V of DIMES. This included information
known about the range of those conditions - wind speed,
albedo; information that could be measured of the DIMES
hardware - camera calibration data; and considerable

External plausibility check - DIMES had time to take and
process three successive images, yielding two velocity
estimates from two features selected in image 1 and found in
image 2, and two more estimates from two features tracked
from image 2 to image 3. The difference in velocities, an
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experience in vision processing algorithms and applications.
This directed the developers' choice of algorithm and,
crucially, allowed thorough identification of potential
hazards. Meanwhile, the purpose of DIMES was clear,
leading to its requirements, two of which were expressed in
terms of probabilities. Their combination, that a reported
velocity estimate had to be almost certainly correct, coupled
with the option to not report an estimate, were central to the
"do no harm" stance. The subsequent design and test were
then tightly coupled. Understanding of potential hazards
motivated a design that would either avoid them, or recognize
their occurrence and react accordingly.

rover with the laser). The former is termed the “sun-safety”
constraint, the latter the “collision safety” constraint [51].
There were accommodation constraints: on Opportunity,
AEGIS was to use less than 4MB of total RAM [45], and on
Curiosity less than 16 MB total RAM [50], and for timing, to
gracefully terminate if its processing exceeded operatormodifiable time limits. On Opportunity, it ran on the 20 MHz
RAD6000 flight processor, far less powerful than a modern
commercial processor.
Lastly, there were constraints to not be overly burdensome on
mission operators, who schedule all AEGIS’ activities in
advance to avoid conflict with other activities, and in times at
which there will be sufficient onboard resources.

5. SCIENCE UTILIZATION PHASE – AEGIS
Project Description

Architecture and Design

AEGIS (Autonomous Exploration for Gathering Increased
Science), as its name suggests, increases the return of science
data. It was fielded first on NASA’s Mars Exploration Rover
Opportunity, and is now in operation on NASA's Curiosity
Mars Rover. AEGIS is software running on the rover to
identify scientifically interesting targets, pick the one with the
highest science priority, and conduct a more detailed
observation of that target. As put in [45], "AEGIS now
contributes to the first deployment of autonomous rover
geology to a planetary rover mission".

AEGIS performs the following sequence of activities: (1)
take a wide-field-of-view image; (2) identify candidate
targets within the image; (3) calculate properties of each
target (e.g., size, reflectance); (4) filter out targets whose
properties are undesirable; (5) prioritize those that remain;
(6) for the top target, determine the details with which to
direct the observation of that target - informally, where to
point the camera (MER) or laser (Curiosity); (7) take the
detailed observation –an image (MER) or laser firing and
spectrometry (Curiosity). It is also possible to configure
AEGIS to loop back through to take observations of more of
the identified targets.

At the end of its day’s drive, the rover will be at a location
not yet seen by mission control. AEGIS’s autonomous
observation at that point yields scientific data to transmit to
Earth. This relieves mission control of the need to plan such
an observation for the next day, allowing that next day’s
driving to start immediately.

For the important resources of memory and time, AEGIS is
constrained to a maximum amount of RAM, and by a timeout
limit. These constraints can be set in advance by the
operations team, allowing them to confidently schedule
AEGIS so as to not conflict with other rover activities.
AEGIS tracks and “exits gracefully” if a limit is reached,
prematurely stopping before it has completed its autonomous
science data gathering. This ensures the mission’s health and
timeline is not disrupted. AEGIS also “exits gracefully”
performing whatever cleanup is necessary if it is interrupted
by mission-level software. The limited processing capacity
and memory guided the choice and refinement of AEGIS’
algorithms to ones that in combination would perform
rapidly. For example, the ROCKSTER rock finding
algorithm applies smoothing of its images, resulting in fewer
edge elements to thereafter process for gap-filling and
contour following [50].

Mars rovers’ use of AEGIS followed from earlier studies to
design and test autonomy for science investigations, which
developed the Onboard Autonomous Science Investigation
System (OASIS) "to enable a rover to identify and react to
serendipitous science opportunities" [46]. AEGIS has some
similarities to terrestrial field experiments done with rovers,
including those done by the Marsokhod rover to select rock
targets of interest in Silver Lake, California [47], by the
Nomad rover searching for meteorites on the Elephant
Moraine, Antarctica [48], and by the Zoe rover to detect rocks
in the Atacama Desert in Chile [49].
Requirements and Autonomy Role
AEGIS is required to detect candidate targets for observation,
pick the most scientifically interesting of them according to
scientist-specified objectives, and perform the detailed
observation. For Opportunity, this was to point and take an
image with the Panoramic Camera; for Curiosity, to point and
zap the target with the ChemCam laser for spectrographic
analysis. On Curiosity, AEGIS is also sometimes used to
refine ChemCam pointing at small targets, such as veins or
concretions, in Remote Micro Imager images [50].

Another constraining factor was the limit on the number of
parameters available for the AEGIS commands on
Opportunity. As a result, scientists were restricted to
specifying at most two properties to evaluate when
prioritizing targets.
AEGIS is designed to be robust in the event of plausible,
even if improbable, conditions, and “exits gracefully” here
too. For example, when AEGIS is unable to find any
allowable targets in the image, as might be the case if the
image happened to be of the sky instead of the ground, or, as

These activities have to be done safely, i.e., not harm the
camera (don’t point at the Sun) or the rover (don’t zap the
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sometimes occurs, if the image is of the ground but contains
only soil, no rocks.

detections such as when the field of view contains the rover
body, its deployed arm, or its tracks on the ground.

Verification and Validation

AEGIS' second kind of sense activity is to calculate
properties of the identified targets. Listed properties are:
surface reflectance, rough proxies for texture, size, shape
eccentricity and ruggedness, and location (position in image).
Some confounders are mentioned: shadowing can be affected
by the way reflectance is computed; determining the true
target size needs range data, which is not always available.
Operators can also specify limits on the properties of viable
targets, so that AEGIS will discard those outside the limits for example, to exclude very small rocks, or targets too far
away for Curiosity's ChemCam.

Prior to its use on Opportunity, standard testing approaches
were followed, including “… several levels of testing at
increasing levels of system integration” [45], static analyses
of the code, multiple peer reviews, and regressions tests. The
last used camera images already gathered by the MER rovers,
spanning the various geologic terrain types they had
experienced. This ensured AEGIS was not over-tuned to any
one specific terrain type.
Tests were run in conjunction with avionics simulators and in
a high-fidelity hardware simulator of the rover, exercised in
a large Martian-like terrain sandbox. These tests covered
nominal and off-nominal conditions.

AEGIS decides which target(s) to observe in detail by
prioritizing them based on the properties calculated of the
identified targets: surface reflectance, rough proxies for
texture, size, shape eccentricity and ruggedness, and location
(position in image). The operators, specifically the scientists
among them, specify how AEGIS is to use a weighted sum of
their choice of property values to do the prioritization. The
hazard of operators' inappropriate settings of the weights and
property choices is mitigated by several forms of help
provided to them. For example, several standard profiles have
been developed that can be used to find common occurrences
(such as an outcrop of loose surface rock) [45].

The successful heritage of AEGIS executing on Opportunity
gave confidence to applying it to Curiosity’s ChemCam.
Also, AEGIS was run on images already returned by
Curiosity to check that it would correctly identify targets.
Progressive Checkout – The functionality of AEGIS when
deployed on Opportunity and later on Curiosity was
exercised in a stepwise fashion, with each step allowing
progressively more control of rover systems. Once checkout
was satisfactorily completed it was then used for science data
gathering. Briefly, the steps were to first do target imaging
and identification of target imaging only, second to follow
with the pointing of the ChemCam instrument at the target
but just to acquire an image, and third to actually fire the
laser, gather the spectra and take a final image [52]. When
introduced into Curiosity, it was initially restricted to a single
target profile before expanding to allow choice among its
other settings and capabilities.

Having selected a target, AEGIS then determines how to
point at it for detailed observation. Inclusion of a shadow as
part of a rock’s outline could lead to pointing the laser at the
shadow instead of the rock portion. This hazard is made rare
by preferring light-toned targets, and is mitigated by aiming
at the centroid of the target (found by fitting an inscribed
circle within the target boundaries).
AEGIS does its own checks of the safety constraints (the
aforementioned “sun-safety’ and “collision safety”). The
rover software also checks to ensure these are not violated.
Although in principle those checks need not then be
performed by the rover, they are left in place, thus “avoiding
changing trusted safety systems”.

Hazards & Uncertainty with Mitigations & Resiliency
AEGIS' identification of candidate targets uses an algorithm
called ROCKSTER to pick out rocks in the landscape image.
This may have false positives, i.e., identifying something in
the scene to be a rock when it isn't, and/or false negatives,
i.e., failing to identify a rock that is in the scene. In brief,
ROCKSTER follows an approach based on edge detection,
gap-filling, and flooding to generate contours of rocks [50].
This approach mitigates some of the hazards, e.g., of
confusion with the horizon, or confusion from texture within
a rock. For AEGIS' target selection, it is preferable to reduce
false positives at the expense of false negatives, since it
would be a wasted observation if something other than a rock
were targeted. In contrast, a science purpose of, say, assessing
rock distributions would favor reducing false negatives.
Comparison of ROCKSTER to other approaches had been
done previously, using synthesized images and Mars images
taken by MER cameras in the JPL Mars Yard. These showed
ROCKSTER’s effectiveness for target identification [53].

Since the rover’s tilt following a drive is not fully predictable
at planning time, another way that sun-safety is assured is by
operator instructions (provided in advance) that limit AEGIS’
pointing to targets significantly below the level of the horizon
(enough to allow for the greatest amount of tilt seen so far in
the mission). This ensures sun-safety, but gives up the
possibility to point at targets higher than its cutoff level.
Application and Summary
On Opportunity, AEGIS directed taking panoramic camera
images of rocky targets. Early results reported in [44] detail
16 such occasions, with a variety of operator-provided
selection profiles for prioritizing targets. Most of these
performed as intended with a relatively few false positives
(detections of things that were not in fact rocks). Two of the
cases of false positives (one from allowing AEGIS to

Operators can limit target detection by masking out
subregions of the image. They use this to avoid spurious
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consider very small targets, the other from the rover’s cable
pulls encroaching beyond the deck masking polygon) led to
adjustments to the AEGIS parameters to prevent similar
occurrences. On two occasions when only soil was visible in
the first image, AEGIS correctly returned the result of no
targets found. Overall AEGIS has been used to detect a
variety of different rock types – outcrop, crater ejecta,
boulders, and small cobbles [54].

time-to-criticality analysis to achieve human rating was
performed. For Optical navigation, a comprehensive test
campaign with both nominal and off nominal cases was
employed.
For DIMES, probabilistic behavior was
quantified to test “do no harm” scenarios in an unpredictable
environment, and AEGIS continues to successful identify and
optimize Mars observations.
Each of these examples provided a specific autonomous
function within a larger system. There are also forms of
autonomy that span the entire spacecraft. A technology
demonstration of such was the Remote Agent Experiment
(RAX) [56], flown on the New Millennium Deep Space
mission (DS1). During this demonstration, the Remote
Agent, an Artificial Intelligence based closed loop
autonomous control system, was allowed to take control of
the DS1 spacecraft in both nominal and off-nominal
scenarios [57]. Mission use of on-board autonomous
planning and scheduling became part of the operational Earth
Observing One (EO-1) spacecraft, operated successfully for
over a decade. The verification of these more systemspanning forms of autonomy introduces additional
challenges, in particular to verify the more novel forms of
software such as an AI planner and the models of the
spacecraft on which that software depends. [58] describes the
novel and difficult challenges of testing the Remove Agent
software. Further study of V&V of these forms of autonomy
is beyond the scope of this paper, but is clearly warranted
given the growing interest in NASA’s future uses of
autonomy.

On Curiosity, AEGIS has been in use since May 2016, and
continues to this day. In its first two years of operation it took
well over 100 observations with ChemCam, and performed
three pointing refinements. During this time, it never
triggered a “sun-safety” or “collision” warning, and never
directed ChemCam to have a bad “focus seed”. Modeling has
shown that blind targeting (pointing the laser at a safe but
otherwise randomly chosen location) would have yielded far
less science, usually because blind targeting would end up
pointing at sand instead of rock.
A serendipitous demonstration of AEGIS’ consistency of
target selection in different lighting conditions is recounted
in [52]. AEGIS had found a target at the end of Curiosity’s
day’s drive. Then, after the next day’s drive unexpectedly
failed to start, AEGIS ran again, and despite very different
lighting conditions, targeted very close to the same point on
the same rock.
On Curiosity, AEGIS was frequently used to make
observations of outcrop, with a very high success rate.
Knowing this, the mission operators would focus on
manually directed observations of other materials. As stated
in [51] “This represents an example of automating part of a
suite of tasks, but bringing human expertise to bear on the
more diverse or unpredictable cases”.
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Summary – The details distilled from the referenced AEGIS
papers show it has a long history. A precursor effort, OASIS,
developed much of the approach later embodied in AEGIS,
and performed tests on rovers in simulation and in test
settings. AEGIS was a follow-on, as was the MER rovers’
automated detection of dust-devils and clouds [55]. Also
preceding AEGIS were several terrestrial field experiments
with rovers in several natural (Earth) settings.
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